The first experimental search for parity violation in nonresonant neutron scattering on thorium was performed by Bowman et al. ͓1͔ with the result P o f f ϭ(0.98Ϯ2.17) ϫ10 Ϫ5 for the off-resonance longitudinal asymmetry. The experiment established an upper limit for the off-resonance parity-nonconserving ͑PNC͒ effect which is three orders of magnitude smaller than the typical PNC-enhanced resonance effect PӍ2ϫ10 Ϫ2 ͓2,3͔ in thorium p-wave resonances. The quantity P o f f is defined as the fractional difference in the off-resonance cross section ϩ and Ϫ for positive and negative helicity neutrons:
where pot is the potential scattering cross section. The definition for the resonance asymmetry P is the same except that the Ϯ are the resonance cross sections and the denominator is replaced by the p-wave resonance cross section p (E 0 ) at the resonance energy E 0 . For low energy neutrons the cross sections pot and p (E 0 ) have the same order of magnitude. Therefore the difference between P o f f and P signifies different parity violation mechanisms acting in compound nuclear states and nonresonant scattering: resonant PNC effects are strongly enhanced while the neutron potential scattering shows no PNC enhancement. Recent experimental results on parity violation in neutron p-wave resonances were reviewed by Mitchell, Bowman, and Weidenmüller ͓4͔. Theoretical approaches to the statistical PNC enhancement in compound nuclei were reviewed most recently by Flambaum and Gribakin ͓5͔.
Several theoretical studies addressed parity violation in neutron-nucleus potential scattering. Michel ͓6͔ and Stodolsky ͓7͔ considered a term in the neutron scattering amplitude f Ј due to the interference between nuclear and weak forces.
Applying the DWBA method, Michel obtained the expression f Јϭ2⑀(mR)(kR)R/3 ͑we omit an optional nuclear correction factor͒ with ⑀ the dimensionless effective weak interaction parameter, m the nucleon mass ͑equal to 4.9 fm Ϫ1 , because natural units hϭcϭ1 are used͒, R the nuclear radius, and k the neutron wave number. Using a particular transformation of the weak interaction single-particle Hamiltonian, Flambaum ͓8͔ concluded that the nuclear surface plays the major role in the PNC effect. In our notation his Eq. ͑14͒ is f Јϭ4⑀(m/k) f p (1ϩ f s /2R). This expression simplifies to the above expression of Michel with the choice of strong interaction s-and p-wave amplitudes f s ϭϪR and f p ϭ(kR) 2 R/3, respectively. The kinematical suppression factor (kR) ͑for thorium kRϭ1.82ϫ10 Ϫ3 ͱE, where the neutron energy E is in eV͒ appears in theoretical approaches and leads to the reduction of the PNC asymmetry P o f f obtained in a measurement with low energy neutrons relative to the standard value of Ӎ10 Ϫ7 for proton-proton scattering. Since the helicity dependent total elastic scattering cross sections are Ϯ ϭ4͉RϮ f Ј͉ 2 , for the expected small ( f ЈӶ f ) parity violation the asymmetry can be estimated as
In addition to the dependence on neutron energy, the value of the PNC effect in the direct neutron-nucleus scattering depends on the effective weak constant ⑀ which enters in the anticommutator V pnc ϭ⑀͕(p),(r)͖ ϩ first obtained by Michel ͓6͔. Here p is the neutron momentum, is twice the Ϫ8 for the neutron-nucleus interaction. In the approaches of Refs. ͓6͔ and ͓5͔ with the ⑀ value recommended by Desplanques, the estimate for the longitudinal asymmetry at 100 eV would be
However, the existing wide range of the weak mesonnucleon coupling constants do not absolutely forbid the value of ⑀ max Ӎ4ϫ10 Ϫ7 , which was suggested in Ref. ͓10͔ to explain the anomalous sign effect in the PNC asymmetries of the low energy neutron absorption in thorium ͓2͔. Using the value ⑀ max , one obtains the highest theoretical limit
In principle, an additional contribution to the asymmetry P o f f should arise from parity violation in compound-nuclear states through the extended resonance tails. For a given p-wave resonance, the corresponding cross section difference ⌬ p,res ϭ( ϩ Ϫ Ϫ ) p,res is expected to decrease as ͓2(E ϪE 0 )/⌫͔ 2 , where ⌫ is the resonance total width. Neutron resonances in 232 Th are extremely narrow: ⌫Ӎ0.025 eV as compared with the average spacing DӍ17 eV. With a typical value of ⌬ p,res Ӎ0.3 b ͓3͔, an estimate of a p-resonance contribution to P o f f for the ''symmetric'' energy position (EϪE 0 )ϭD/2 between two parity-mixed resonances separated by D is P o f f ϳ0.3ϫ10
Ϫ7 . As shown in Refs. ͓11͔ and ͓12͔, the PNC difference of resonance cross sections changes sign in the region between parity-mixed resonances, with the crossover point determined by the relative size of the total widths of the resonances. The larger values for energies closer to one of the resonances should cancel to first order due to this sign change.
We felt that our recent 232 Th data ͓2͔, which was obtained with a greatly improved experimental apparatus and good statistics, would permit us to reduce the former upper limit ͓1͔ on P o f f by at least a factor of 10. In the present paper we report the results of the analysis of the PNC longitudinal asymmetries for energies between 232 Th resonances. The experimental method makes use of the measurement of the transmission asymmetry ⑀ pnc defined by
where N ϩ and N Ϫ are the detector count rates for positive and negative helicity states of the longitudinally polarized neutron beam, n is the number of nuclei per cm 2 in the target, and f n is the neutron beam polarization. Since the scaling factor between ⑀ pnc and P o f f is n f n pot ϭ3.16 for our experiment, the cross section longitudinal asymmetry is obtained from the measured transmission asymmetry as
Measurements were performed by the time-of-flight method at the Manual Lujan Jr. Neutron Scattering Center spallation neutron source ͓13͔. An overview of our early experimental apparatus was given by Roberson et al. ͓14͔.
Crawford et al. ͓15͔ described recent improvements to the system. Here we note only details that are relevant for obtaining the asymmetry ⑀ pnc . A longitudinally polarized neutron beam was obtained by transmission through a polarized proton target developed by Penttilä et al. ͓16͔ . The cross sections s and t in the singlet ͑spin Jϭ0) and the triplet ͑spin Jϭ1) scattering states of the neutron-proton system differ considerably with s much larger than t . With the magnetic field at the proton target ͑and correspondingly the proton spins͒ aligned along the beam direction, the cross section s leads to strong scattering of the (Ϫ) helicity neutrons, and the beam exits the polarized proton target mainly in the (ϩ) helicity state. The neutron spin direction was reversed every 10 s by an adiabatic spin flipper devised by Bowman, Penttilä, and Tippens ͓17͔. The value of the neutron beam polarization depends on the number of protons n p per cm 2 in the proton target and the proton polarization f p according to
which we used in monitoring f n -changes by observing the proton polarization signal continuously with a nuclear magnetic resonance technique. The absolute value of the neutron polarization f n ϭ72Ϯ4% was determined with the use of the large and well known 139 La longitudinal asymmetry P(E 0 ϭ0.74 eV) in a separate measurement with a lanthanum target, as discussed by Yuan et al. ͓18͔ . The thorium sample thickness was nϭ3.40ϫ10 23 nuclei/cm 2 . Neutrons transmitted through the sample were detected at 56.7 m by a large area 10 B-loaded liquid scintillation detector, as described by Yen et al. ͓19͔. The scintillator was segmented into 55 cells with each cell viewed by a photomultiplier. It was important to discriminate against the single photoelectron pulses from photomultipliers. However, it was impractical to use 55 multiscalers. Therefore the signal processing circuit was designed to operate in a hybrid digitalcurrent mode. The photomultiplier signals were individually discriminated by 300-MHz discriminators and then linearly summed in a signal combiner. The voltage output from the signal-combiner was digitized by a transient recorder with the associated data acquisition electronics which provided time-of-flight analysis in 8192 channels. In order to determine the ratio between the transient recorder readings ͑cor-responding to the current from the detector͒ and the number of true neutron captures in the detector, we measured the amplitude to digital conversion ratio ͑ADC͒-the response of the transient recorder to the known frequency of pulses generated with a pulser. The result ͑ADCϭ21.4͒ was in agreement with analysis of the statistical fluctuations of the current and with direct measurement of the count rate using a multiscaler which was performed at reduced beam intensity. The N ϩ and N Ϫ detector yields in 8192 channels of 100 ns width were accumulated in 30-min ''runs'' and stored on a disk in nonflipped and flipped data areas. For this analysis, 147 runs selected as good data were summed in two areas of one file for subsequent analysis using Eq. ͑4͒.
The analysis was performed for neutron energies between 30 and 300 eV. The available energy interval was limited at low energy by the finite number of time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ channels and at high energy by resolution-broadening of the resonances. An example of the measured time-of-flight spectrum for the region between 3200 and 4500 channels is shown in Fig. 1 . To define off-resonance intervals for the analysis, we excluded regions around all p-wave and s-wave resonances. This procedure was straightforward for narrow p-wave resonances. For s-wave resonances interference minima and maxima extended outside the standard resonance shape, that is broad structures appear due to interference between the resonance and potential scattering amplitudes, which makes the total cross section different from the potential cross section in limited regions on both sides of the s-wave resonance. Therefore regions around s-wave resonances were excluded when the observed cross section differed from the potential cross section by two barns or more ͑the value of the potential cross section for 232 Th is 12.9 b ͓20͔͒. After this selection process, there remained some relatively broad intervals and several narrow TOF intervals of about 30 channels each. The integrated count rate in each of the smaller intervals was about ϳ10 9 . We chose this number as a unit for our statistical analysis. The broad intervals were subdivided into regions with count rates of about one unit.
This procedure yielded 20 intervals with widths of ϳ2 eV at low energy, ϳ5 eV for the middle energies, and ϳ8 eV at high energy. The detector counts N ϩ and N Ϫ of data areas for positive and negative helicity states were summed for the channel regions (T i ,T f ), and the transmission asymmetry of Eq. ͑2͒ ⑀ pnc and its statistical error ⌬⑀ pnc were calculated for corresponding energy regions (E i ,E f ). The results are listed in Table I .
All measured values are consistent with a zero offresonance transmission asymmetry within the limits of the statistical accuracy which is ϳ2.5ϫ10
Ϫ5 for an individual data region. At the same level of accuracy, there is no energy dependence in the 20 energy regions analyzed. Therefore we simply calculated the weighted average with the weighting 
Ϫ6 . ͑7͒
In conclusion, the measured result represents a more than tenfold reduction in the former ͓1͔ upper limit for the offresonance parity violation. In addition this result is obtained at a higher neutron energy, which is considered to be more sensitive for testing the PNC effect in neutron potential scattering. The effective energy for which the present result was determined is about 100 eV, since the analysis averaged over a nearly equal number of regions above and below 100 eV which have statistically equivalent data. Therefore it is reasonable to compare the experimental result with the theoretical estimates for 100 eV. The observed experimental upper limit is significantly above the highest theoretical limit of Eq. ͑3͒. A motivation for performing the present analysis was to test these theoretical estimates. We conclude that the parity violation in the off-resonance scattering has no unexpected enhancement mechanism. Because of the kinematical reduction of the PNC effect in potential scattering, determination of the nonresonant PNC effect has better prospects if performed at a higher energy, e.g., up to 20 keV. The other difficulty is caused by the presence of large s-wave resonances that interfere with the potential scattering. Therefore the ideal test would be on targets, such as 
